Using CT colonography as a reference standard, the miss rate of conventional colonoscopy for a large adenoma (≥10 mm) was 12%. 5 As a result, a significant number of colorectal neoplasias, including cancers, may be missed, even by experienced endoscopists. Moreover, results from the National Polyp Study and several other studies [6] [7] [8] suggested that colonoscopy is associated with only a 37−65% reduction in mortality from CRC, which is much lower than that reported previously. This could be attributed to the limited effectiveness of colonoscopic prevention of CRC, especially in the right-sided colon. Therefore, the role and limitations of colonoscopic screening must be carefully reconsidered. 
INTRODUCTION
The incidence of colorectal cancer (CRC) in Korea has been markedly increasing in recent years. This epidemiologic change in Korea requires an increasing number of colonoscopies, which are highly effective in reducing the incidence and mortality of CRC. [1] [2] [3] Colonoscopy is currently regarded as the gold standard and preferred screening method for CRC. However, evidence suggests that colonoscopy is not as sensitive for the detection of neoplasia as previously believed, as demonstrated in studies analyzing the effectiveness of tandem colonoscopy and CT colonography. 4, 5 A systemic review of six studies on tandem colonoscopy showed that the pooled miss rate for polyps of any size was 22%. www.irjournal.org of interval cancer. Early studies have shown that 4−5% of CRCs may be missed on a single colonoscopic examination. 9, 10 However, recent studies reported an increase in the prevalence of interval cancers of up to 8%. 11, 12 12 In Korea, the prevalence of interval cancer was reported to be 6.2% by Kim et al. 24 ;
however, this study was limited by referral bias, selection bias, and recall bias, as it was based on data obtained by telephone calls from a single tertiary referral center. that definitions of interval cancer were restricted to the initial 3−5 years after colonoscopy and did not specifically focus on a complete negative colonoscopy (i.e., a colonoscopy with no detection of adenoma). To overcome these limitations, a population-based study was performed in Germany using the definition of interval cancer as a CRC occurring within 10 years after a complete negative colonoscopy. 21 Using this 10-year definition, 4.0% of interval cancers were identified among 1,945 CRC cases diagnosed between 2003 and 2007.
To interpret the large variation in the prevalence of interval cancer, several factors should be considered: differences in the study design (retrospective vs. prospective), the different definitions of interval cancers (3−5 years vs. 10 years), the use of data (claims-based administrative vs. clinical data), differences in the study population (screening vs. diagnostic indications), and differences in endoscopist specialty. 27 However, most studies have shown that colonoscopy offers suboptimal protection against CRC, especially in the right colon. We could estimate the magnitude of this risk in our routine practice in Korea. Assuming that proximately 20,588 new cases of CRC were diagnosed (data in 2007) based on the Korea National Cancer Incidence Database 28,29 and considering an average risk scenario (e.g., 4−8% of diagnosed CRCs are interval cancers), approximately 823−1,647 interval cancers might be expected to occur annually in Korea.
Considering the increasing age of the general population and the number of colonoscopies performed in Korea, the incidence of interval cancer is expected to increase. Regardless of the magnitude of this problem, the medical and social impact of the failure of colonoscopy to prevent CRCs may be devastating. 27 Therefore, prompt elucidation of the factors implicated in interval cancers is necessary.
FACTORS IMPLICATED IN INTERVAL CANCERS
Although the exact etiology of interval cancer is unknown, there are several potential explanations for such interval cancers.
First, precancerous or cancerous lesions may have been missed at the time of colonoscopy. 30 Withdrawal time and technique deserve special consideration in this context, as the detection rate of colorectal neoplasia depends on the withdrawal time during colonoscopy. Barclay et al. 31 demonstrated that a withdrawal time ≥6 min is strongly correlated with an increased adenoma detection rate (ADR). In addition, careful inspection of the oral side of the mucosal folds is more important than simple adherence to a standard withdrawal time, especially in the proximal colon. 32, 33 The ADR itself is also an important quality indicator for predicting the risk of interval cancers after screening colonoscopy.
Kaminski et al. 17 demonstrated that the ADR of endoscopist was significantly associated with the risk of interval cancer (P=0.008). Endoscopies with an ADR of less than 11.0% were associated with a 10.94-fold (95% CI, 1.37−87.01) higher risk of interval cancer than endoscopies with an ADR of 20.0% or higher. Complete colonoscopy, another quality indicator of colonoscopy, is also associated with the risk of interval cancer. 9 In a previous study conducted in New Zealand, 9 of 17 interval cancers occurred after an incomplete colonoscopy. 34 Brenner et al. 21 also showed that 18% of interval cancers were associated with the completeness of the preceding negative colonoscopy. In this study, interestingly, incompleteness of colonoscopy was associated with distal interval cancers as well as proximal interval cancers, which was explained by a strong association between incompleteness and other aspects of colonoscopy quality, including the miss rate in the distal colon. Non-polypoid lesions, which have a subtle endoscopic appearance, may be more easily missed, especially by endoscopists with lower ADR and in inadequate bowel preparations. 13 Previous several studies showed that non-polypoid lesions and interval cancers share some common features: 15, 19, 35, 36 both lesions are common in the proximal colon, 15, 19, 35 and interval cancers have a flat appearance. 36 Although the relationship between non-polypoid lesions and interval cancers has not yet been clarified, endoscopists should be careful not to miss non-polypoid lesions during colonoscopy, especially in the right-sided colon. Second, interval cancers may develop from the incomplete resection of previous neoplastic lesions. [37] [38] [39] The recent complete adenoma resection study showed that complete resection of neoplasia is far less common than previously thought. 37 In the complete adenoma resection study, the incomplete resection rate varied broadly (6.5−22.7%) among endoscopists, and was significantly higher in large and sessile lesions. Robertson et al. 38 showed that 26% of interval cancers occur in the same anatomic segments as those of a previous polypectomy, suggesting a possible role for incomplete polypectomy in the development of interval cancers. A dietary polyp prevention trial showed a similar rate of interval cancers after incomplete polypectomy. 36 In this trial, in 4 of 13 patients, interval cancers were associated with incomplete polypectomy. Lieberman et al. 39 showed that the 5-year interval cancer rate after a normal colonoscopy without polypectomy is 0.17%, whereas the 5-year interval cancer rate after a previous polypectomy is 1.5%. These findings suggest that interval cancers that develop from lesions are visualized www.irjournal.org and recognized but are incompletely removed during a prior colonoscopic polypectomy. Third, different biological factors associated with molecular carcinogenesis may contribute to the development of interval cancers, especially in the proximal colon. 40 41 showed that interval cancers were 3.7
times more likely to show MSI than non-interval cancers, and Shaukat et al. 42 showed that BRAF mutation is not associated with interval cancers. However, these three studies were limited as they were conducted by the same author group using the same samples. Therefore, additional studies on the molecular characteristics of interval cancers are warranted.
Finally, the serrated pathway for carcinogenesis of CRC has recently been the focus of studies, as sessile, serrated adenomas (SSAs) have a malignant potential that is at least as high or higher than the malignant potential of conventional adenomas. 43, 44 SSAs are usually difficult to detect by colonoscopy, as they are often located in the right colon with a sessile configuration and an inconspicuous border. Colonoscopists often face difficulties in recognizing and completely removing SSAs, and as a result, a subset of these lesions potentially progress to interval cancers. SSAs share common features with interval cancers, such as right colon predominance, MSI, and a CIMP-high phenotype. 44 In a multicenter study involving 32 endoscopy centers, 45 the detection of proximal serrated lesions varied greatly among endoscopy centers (P<0.0001), and there was also substantial variation among pathologists in the identification of sessile, serrated lesions. Fortunately, clinically significantly serrated polyps may be easier to detect with longer withdrawal times. 46 The
New Hampshire Colonoscopy Registry study showed that a withdrawal time of 9 min resulted in a nearly 30% relative increase in serrated polyp detection. 46 Therefore, systemic education programs on serrated lesions as well as colonoscopy quality may improve the recognition and diagnosis of serrated lesions.
INTERVAL CANCERS ARE MISSED RATHER THAN DE NOVO
Recent evidence suggests that interval cancers are caused by a deficiency in the quality of colonoscopy rather than accelerated tumor biology. 12, 19 This is good news, as most interval cancers may be prevented by improving colonoscopy quality. First, as described above, interval cancers may develop from suboptimal quality indicators such as withdrawal time, ADR, complete colonoscopy, and bowel preparation, as well as incomplete resection of previous neoplastic lesions. [37] [38] [39] In addition, the identification of serrated lesions may be improved with longer withdrawal time. 46 Second, the grade, stage, histology, and survival patterns do not differ between patients with interval cancer and those with non-interval cancer, which does not suggest an aggressive biology, but rather that the majority represent missed lesions. 25, 47 In a Danish population-based registry, 25 982 Danish individuals with interval cancers were compared to two reference groups, namely, 358 individuals with CRC identified more than 10 years after a colonoscopy and 35,707 individuals with CRC but no prior colonoscopy. In this study, no significant differences were found in the characteristics of patients and tumors or survival between interval cancers and cancers arising more than 10 years after colonoscopy. 25 The adjusted mortality rate ratios of interval cancers to noninterval cancers were 0.92 and 1.0 after 1 years and 5 years, respectively. 25 Finally, cases of missed cancer are more common when the colonoscopy is performed by non-gastroenterologists. 12, 48 A recent Canadian registry study 12 showed that endoscopist specialty remains a significant predictor of missed cancers despite adjustment for procedural volume. Rabeneck et al. 48 also showed that non-gastroenterologists have a significantly higher rate of missed cancers than gastroenterologists, independent of procedural volume. The lack of an association between colonoscopy volume and missed cancers may indicate that even non-gastroenterologists who handle a high volume of procedures continue to miss more CRCs than gastroenterologists. It may also indicate that formal endoscopic training generally leads to competency in colonoscopy, whereas providers who do not receive formal training are unable to achieve competence despite the volume of procedures they perform. 12, 47, 48 A higher rate of interval cancers associated with index colonoscopies performed by general practice physicians was also found in studies from Ontario and Indiana. 15, 49 Emerging evidence suggests a link between endoscopist specialty and colonoscopy quality in Korea. 50 To the best of our knowledge, there is no formal curriculum or guidelines in colonoscopy training for general practice physicians in Korea. Therefore, more stringent standards for www.irjournal.org training and assessment of colonoscopy quality are necessary to cope with the risk of interval cancer.
MEDICOLEGAL ISSUES
Interval cancers may lead to medicolegal action against colonoscopists. Generally, plaintiffs often allege inadequate performance of colonoscopy as the proximate cause of the interval cancer. To date, there is no published data on malpractice claims related with interval cancer. A review of malpractice claims filed with the Physicians Insurers Association of America (database queried between 1985 and 2008) determined that colonoscopy represents the highest frequency (41.5%) of closed claims and the highest total indemnities ($ 54,093,000) among gastrointestinal endoscopy claims. 51 Indeed, there was an average increase of 15.5% per year in total claim payments associated with colonoscopy, and the majority resulted from inadequate performance of an endoscopic procedure, followed by diagnosis error (may include cases of interval cancer). In Korea, a review of malpractice claims reported from the Korea Consumer Agency (database queried between 2009 and 2011) determined an increase of 205% in total claim consultations. 52 In addition, the rate of diagnostic error for CRCs was 6.8% of all cases of cancers associated with diagnostic errors. These data do not provide detailed information about interval cancer; however, out anecdotal impression is that lawsuits alleging missed cancers are increasing. Given the increased use of colonoscopy, the number of medicolegal litigation related to interval cancers would be logically expected to increase. Colonoscopists are encouraged to reduce their risk by documenting the limitations of colonoscopy in the informed consent process and their data of colonoscopy quality (e.g., cecal intubation, bowel preparation, and withdrawal time). Colonoscopists commonly discuss the complications of the procedure; however, they seldom discuss the possibility of missed lesions and failure to prevent interval cancers. 16 Colonoscopy is not considered a perfect method by colonoscopists or by patients. Informed consent may shift the burden of this reality from the colonoscopists to the patients. Maintenance of an adequate level of colonoscopy quality indicators and detection of non-polypoid lesions, including SSAs, especially in the right colon, may minimize the risk of medicolegal litigation related with interval cancer.
CONCLUSIONS
Considering the significant number of interval cancers that are encountered in daily clinical practice, the importance of adequate training and improvement of colonoscopy quality as causative factors in interval cancers should be highlighted. Continuous monitoring of colonoscopy quality, which is amenable to improvement, cannot be overstated to prevent the occurrence of interval cancers.
